
SENATE No. 39
To accompany the petition of Richard H. Lee for legislation to revise

the schedule of costs in court cases. The Judiciary.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Five.

An Act establishing the costs in certain court cases.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same,
as follows:

1 Section 1. Chapter 261 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by striking out section 23 and inserting in
3 place thereof the following section:
4 Section 23. There shall be allowed in a civil action in
5 the supreme judicial court, superior and land courts, in
6 addition to other disbursements allowed by law, the
7 following costs:
8 A. To the plaintiff, petitioner or complainant:
9 (1) For the entry fee, the amount actually paid for

10 entry of the case.
11 (2) For each count of the declaration or each prayer
12 of a bill of complaint, upon which recovery was had, five
13 dollars.
14 (3) For a trial fee, twenty-five dollars per day for each
15 full day of actual trial on the merits, and for any por-
-16 tion of a court day, at the rate of five dollars per hour
17 or major fraction of an hour for each portion occupied
18 in such trial, with a minimum of five dollars and a maxi-
-19 mum of one hundred dollars for any case.
20 (4) For the travel of witnesses, the amounts actually
21 paid and certified as to witnesses under summons, and
22 for travel of the parties, such sum as the court may
23 allow upon application in writing to the presiding judge.
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24 (5) For a term fee, ten dollars for each calendar year
25 during any portion of which issue was joined; excepting
26 any year in which the case has been continued for a
27 period greater than one week at the request of the
28 plaintiff.
29 B. To the defendant or respondent:
30 (1) For each count, or prayer, of the answer which
31 constitutes a basis of the verdict, finding, judgment or
32 decree, five dollars.
33 (2) For a trial fee, twenty-five dollars per day for each
34 full day of actual trial on the merits, and for any por-
-35 tion of a court day at the rate of five dollars per hour or
36 major fraction of an hour for each portion of a day
37 occupied in such trial, with a minimum of five dollars
38 and a maximum of one hundred dollars for any case.
39 (3) For the travel of witnesses under summons, the
40 amounts actually paid and certified upon the return of
41 summons. For travel of parties such sum as the court
42 may allow upon application in writing to the presiding
43 judge.
44 (4) For a term fee, ten dollars for each calendar year
45 during any portion of which issue was joined, excepting
46 any year in which the case has been continued for a
47 period greater than one week at the request of the
48 defendant.
49 C. When two or more cases are tried together, mini-
-50 mum fees shall be assessed on all except the first entered
51 case, unless the parties agree to some other allocation of
52 the costs. Travel fees shall be granted only on the case
53 in which they are first claimed.

1 Section 2. Said chapter 261 is hereby further
2 amended by striking out section 26 and inserting in
3 place thereof the following section:
4 Section 26. There shall be allowed in a civil action
5 in a district court, in addition to other disbursements
6 allowed by law, the following costs:
7 A. To the plaintiff, petitioner or complainant:
8 (1) For the entry fee, two dollars.
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9 (2) For the declaration, two dollars for each count
10 upon which recovery is had.
11 (3) For a trial fee, ten dollars per dajy or major frac-
-12 tion thereof, occupied in trial or in attendance at court
13 with witnesses awaiting scheduled trial, with a minimum
14 of five dollars and a maximum of twenty-five dollars.
15 (4) For a term fee, one dollar per calendar month,
16 excepting July and August, elapsing after the case is ripe
17 for trial; provided, however, that no term fee shall be
18 taxable for any month during which the defendant
19 marked the case for trial and the plaintiff obtained a
20 continuance.
21 (5) For the travel of witnesses, the amounts actually
22 paid to witnesses under summons and certified upon a
23 return of summons, and for travel of the parties, such
24 sum as the court may allow upon application in writing.
25 B. To the defendant or respondent:
26 (1) For each count of an answer used as a basis of the
27 finding, judgment or decree, two dollars.
28 (2) For a trial fee, ten dollars per day, or major frac-
-29 tion thereof, occupied in trial or in attendance at court
30 with witnesses awaiting scheduled trial, with a minimum
31 of five dollars and a maximum of twenty-five dollars.
32 (3) For a term fee, one dollar per calendar month
33 elapsing after the case is ripe for trial; provided, how-
-34 ever, that no term fee shall be taxable for any month
35 during which the plaintiff marked the case for trial and
36 the defendant obtained a continuance.
37 (4) For the travel of witnesses, the amounts actually
38 paid to witnesses under summons and certified upon a
39 return of summons, and for travel of the parties, such
40 sum as the court may allow upon application in writing.
41 C. When two or more cases are tried together, trial
42 and travel fees shall be assessed only in the first entered
43 case unless the parties agree to some other allocation of
44 those items between or among the cases involved.
45 If there is no entry upon the papers or the docket of
46 the court to sustain a claim for an item of costs, such
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47 costs shall be disallowed unless substantiated by an
48 affidavit of a person having personal knowledge of the
49 matter presented to the clerk prior to the taxation of
50 costs and filed with the papers in the case.


